
High Performance 
Team Building Workshop (HPTBW)

Are you ramping up new Agile teams? Or maybe you have more mature
teams that have stagnated in their attempts to confidently collaborate... or
perhaps just need a boost to reach their full potential? This private, one-day 
workshop is designed for you. Class participants not only use fun and 
engaging exercises to learn about their own and each others strengths, but 
they learn how to USE that understanding to create high performing teams 
-- Teams that replace judgments and conflict with tolerance and thoughtful 
Working Agreements.

Who Is This Class For?

Team Members and/or their leaders
who want to build, contribute to and/or 
sustain a team that understands,
balances, and uses its collective Strengths 
to their fullest collaborative advantage

Features
• All the groundwork necessary in order to 
grow and nurture a team that experiences 
the joy, confidence and personal 
accountability that comes with true Agile 
Team thinking

• Thoughtful insights into the unique 
Strengths of each team, and how
to balance, and ultimately capitalize on,
those Strengths

• Detailed guides for aligning individual
and team Strengths with existing knowledge, 
skills, and job satisfaction

Benefits
Enhanced team collaboration and
communication skills

Increased employee and team engagement

Increased trust amongst team members

Elevated respect and appreciation for all 
team members and their Strengths

Infusion of new energy and confidence 
into the team

Takeaways

• In-depth understanding of individual Strengths
• Personal roadmap for applying and optimizing individual Strengths
• Team roadmap for applying, balancing and optimizing team 
Strengths
• Unanimous Team Working Agreements

Learning Objectives

As a student of the High Performance Team Workshop, 
I will....

Pre-Session Exercise:
Complete the StrengthsFinder 2.0 online assessment and bring 
the printed "Signature Themes Report" to class

1. Understand My Top 5 Strengths
Discover the attributes of 34 discreet Strengths, the Domains to 
which those Strengths belong, and how MY Top 5 Strengths/
Domains determine how you work with information, make things 
happen, influence others, and build relationships.

2. Apply My Individual Strengths
Bring my whole self to the team. Align my Strengths with my
knowledge, skills, job satisfaction and career journey.

3. Recognize and Optimize My Team’s Strengths
Align the team's (collective) Strengths with its knowledge, skills,
team satisfaction and team journey. 

4. Help Develop Team Working Agreement(s)
Negotiate Team “Working Agreements”, which are designed to 
optimize team collaboration, productivity and harmony by
factoring in my team's Strengths and corresponding "Persona".

The High Performance Team Building Workshop is available only as a private class offering. 
Email rikki.schwartz@centerforagileleadership.com to request a customized proposal for your organization.  
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